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• Fully Virtual

• Engaging & immersive 
user experience

• Highly configurable

• Based on latest 
technologies for AI 
and machine learning

• Proven to predict 
performance

• Solid scientific basis

• Accurate

• Design specifically 
for online delivery

Science + technology = talent prediction



Talent Assessment Platform

Full range of ATS Integrations

Digital 
Assessment

Centre

Video 
Interview

Blended 
Assessment

360 Degree 
Feedback

Predictive 
Analytics

Unified 
Candidate 
Experience
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Our clients
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What challenges 
are organisations 
facing? 
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Dealing with the fallout

1. In the light of Covid-19 we have seen 

organisations respond quickly to the 

immediate impact of the pandemic, e.g. virtual 

assessment centres. 

2. As unemployment rises, there will be more 

applications per vacancy which puts increased 

pressure on cost-per-hire

3. Preserving quality of hire despite high volumes 

of applications

4. Virtualisation AND re-engineering the hiring 

process is key to delivering cost-efficiency 

without compromising the quality of decision-

making.
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What does this mean for recruiters?

Candidate experience

Virtualisation Diversity & inclusion

Connected data 
insights

Value & cost-efficiency

Precision 



Unified assessment for candidates and hiring managers

BLENDED ASSESSMENT WITH 
INTEGRATED VIDEO INTERVIEW 

VIRTUALISE FINAL 
ASSESSMENT STAGE

Seamless & engaging 
assessment experience

Automated feedback 
at every stage

Significant cost-savings

Real-time analytics to 
track efficiency, 

effectiveness & fairness

Reduced time to hire 
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Do you anticipate reverting to in-person assessment centres post-Covid?

• Yes

• No

• Combination of virtual and in-person

Poll question



Key considerations 
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SPEED

DEMONSTRATE 
ROI

COST 
EFFICIENT 

FAIR & 
EQUIVALENT 

CANDIDATE 
CARE

PRACTICALITY
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• The economic impact is only just unfolding for organisations.

• Greater application numbers for less hires puts pressure on cost per hire.

• Critical first step is virtualising the end-to-end process.

• Incremental efficiencies are insufficient.

• Transforming the assessment funnel is vital to deliver meaningful efficiencies, 

flexibility and resilience.

• This can be delivered without compromising on quality of decision-making.

Conclusion



Next steps

ON-DEMAND WEBINAR

A copy of our white paper ‘Assessment without 

Compromise’ and an ‘Assessment Audit’ will be shared 

with the webinar recording.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

If you would like to explore your specific challenge 

and how your assessment process can be optimised, 

please get in touch.

1

2

3

You’ll receive an email this week with a link to the 

recording and a copy of the slide deck. 

GET IN TOUCH
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